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It’s one small step forward 
for governments, one giant 
leap backward for 
civilization

- MARTIN ARMSTRONG



WEC is “the Alternative to Davos”

Princeton 1985



These people are really looking to change the entire 

world economy. They believe that Climate Change is 

real and human induced which gives them the authority 

to end our very way of life to stop Fossil Fuels.



WHAT TO 

TAKE HOME

W o r l d  E c o n o m i c  

C o n f e r e n c e

( W E C  2 0 2 0 )



O T H E R  T E X T

We are looking at a market which is NOT 
tradition by any means. Instead, the 
entire world is being manipulated by 
governments in a desperate effort to hide 
the fact that they themselves face a dire 
prospect that Socialism is Collapsing and 
they will no longer be able to fund their 
deficits without end.

To hide the collapse of the world as they 
have used it, they have subscribed to 
Klaus Schwab’s redesign of the world 
economy.

What to Take Home

( W h a t  t o  T a k e  H o m e )



What to Take Home

1) January 2021 will be an important  turning point 
where we should see the dollar decline as the 
election turmoil continues and the prospect of 
Biden joining this Agenda 2030 casts doubt upon 
the world

2) The World Debt markets will come under serious 
pressure as the truth begins to surface that we 
are in the midst of a Sovereign Debt Crisis.

T H E  F U T U R E

( N O T E : A N I M A T E D  P A G E )



T H E  F U T U R E

The Pandemic is being 
orchestrated to 

1) Reduced jobs to end commuting
2) Reduced air travel
3) Keep civil unrest in check

What to Take Home

( W h a t  t o  T a k e  H o m e )



What to Take Home

1) A group of governments are using the Pandemic 
to prevent movement and to shut down 
international travel. 

2) They will not recognize even the fact that you 
have had COVID and recovered. You Must still get 
a vaccine. 

T H E  F U T U R E

( W h a t  t o  T a k e  H o m e )



O T H E R  T E X T

Governments are looking to default on all 
debts and in the process, pretend that 
they are doing that for the benefit of all.

This will undermine pensions which are 
already in trouble for state workers 
where they have high mandates to be 
invested in government bonds.

“Defund Police” is really the way to be 
concerned that they may turn against 
government and their pensions can no 
longer be funded.

What to Take Home

( W h a t  t o  T a k e  H o m e )



What to Take Home

1) Digital Currencies are Coming
2) Outlaw Private Cryptocurrencies
3) The Central Banks will become Deposit Only 

banks for ALL 
4) Commercial & Investment Banks will no longer be 

bailed out as they were in the past and their 
losses will be imposed on shareholders.

T H E  F U T U R E

( W h a t  t o  T a k e  H o m e )



O T H E R  T E X T

Central Banks will become Deposit Takers 
– not lenders. There is no more appetite 
to bailout banks. They have run their 
course.

From here on out, losses by banks will be 
absorbed by their shareholders.

This is why you saw Warren Buffett start 
dumping bank stocks.

What to Take Home

( W h a t  t o  T a k e  H o m e )



What to Take Home

1) The Future of Crude Oil has not come to an end.
2) We must be aware of capital controls emerging in 

Europe
3) The prospects of Civil Unrest turning to 

Revolution appears highest in France
4) It does not matter who take the White House, 

the opposite side will never accept  it.

T H E  F U T U R E

( W h a t  t o  T a k e  H o m e )



US Election Still Dominates World Economy

There is no “office of president elect” and Biden is not even the President elect until the Electoral College 

votes. CNN and ABC, CBD, NBC, and Fox News do not made someone president.

Wikipedia also writes under Dominion Voting declaring Biden “president elect” before the Electoral College 

Votes:

“After President Donald Trump was defeated by President-elect Joe Biden in the 2020 election, Trump and 

various surrogates promoted conspiracy theories about Dominion, alleging that the company was part of an 

international cabal to steal the election from Trump, and that it used its voting machines to transfer millions of 

votes from Trump to Biden.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Biden


To see Panic Cycles in our Presidential Model forecasts are EXTREMELY Rare. They have not appeared 

like this since the Great Depression. We have a Directional Change in 2021 for Republicans and 

against off in 2026. In both cases,  2024 is becoming monumental turning point and if Biden takes 

office, he may not last past 2022 and because this is a global effort to change democracy more like 

Europe where the heads of state is select the head of the EU – not the people.



Dominion Voting was not used 

federally in Canada, but at the 

local level. This photo is from 

2013 suggesting that Trudeau 

voted using Dominion. It was 

elected as PM in 2015.



In response to section 164.1 of the Canada Elections Act, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) was engaged to 

perform an independent, statutory audit. PWC is a partner with World Economic Forum.



They are now going to justify lockdowns to save the planet. They think they can keep people quiet with 

Guaranteed Basic Income when they no longer need to borrow to fund their budgets. Those who 

protest they will simply imprison. 



Global Debt

Is now

Approaching $230 Trillion



WEC 2020

The Momentum Divergence

Year-End Closing Above 30118

Momentum

Peaked with ECM
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The Fate of the Dow

Year-End Closing Above 30118
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The Fate of the Dow
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The Fate of Crude Oil

Monthly Close Above 125

Year-End Closing Above $59
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The Fate of Crude Oil
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The Fate of World Currencies 

Monthly Close Above 125

Year-End Closing Above 139



WEC 2020

The Fate of the World Currencies

What is very clear is that the US elections were by far very significant in the 

global capital flows. With the prospect to Biden taking the White House in 

January, the dollar will remain under pressure into what appears to be a first 

quarter turnining point
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We derive an equivalence result that shows that 

absent a banking panic, the set of allocations 

achieved with private financial intermediation will 

also be achieved with a CBDC. During a panic, 

however, we show that the rigidity of the central 

bank's contract with the investment banks has the 

capacity to deter runs. Thus, the central bank is 

more stable than the commercial banking sector. 

Depositors internalize this feature ex-ante, and the 

central bank arises as a deposit monopolist, 

attracting all deposits away from the commercial 

banking sector. This monopoly might endanger 

maturity transformation.



Even the Federal reserve is on board. The Philadelphia Federal Reserve 
has stated:

We derive an equivalence result that shows that absent a banking 
panic, the set of allocations achieved with private financial 
intermediation will also be achieved with a CBDC. During a panic, 
however, we show that the rigidity of the central bank's contract with 
the investment banks has the capacity to deter runs. Thus, the central 
bank is more stable than the commercial banking sector. Depositors 
internalize this feature ex-ante, and the central bank arises as a deposit 
monopolist, attracting all deposits away from the commercial banking 
sector. This monopoly might endanger maturity transformation.

Note that they are talking about bank runs. I have warned that the introduction of digital 
currencies would prevent bank runs in their view of the world. It would also eliminate bank 
robberies.

The recognize that a “central bank is more stable than the commercial banking sector.” 
They recognize that this lofty status could “endanger maturity transformation.” Maturity 
Transformation is when banks take short-term sources of finance, such as deposits from 
savers, and turn them into long-term borrowings, such as mortgages.  In other words, this is 
what many see banks as in control of the money supply for they leverage the deposits. This 
is restricted by the reserve ratio to deposits. Hence, they may keep say 8% of deposits liquid 
to facilitate normal commerce. Banks runs occur when people try to withdraw their cash 
exceeding that 8% thereby forcing bank failures for the majority of the money is lent into 
the economy in various types of loans from mortgages to car loans or home equity loans.



The idea of Hyperinflation is just not valid. The assumption that central banks will just 

keep creating money with no end in sight is really ludicrous. Those people putting forth 

those scenarios do not understand that the very theory they are relying on is the very 

same that central bankers have been using. This is why we have reached the point of no 

return and we now face government’s choice – the Great Reset.

WEC 2020
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The Great Reset
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The Great Reset





Forecasting the World

• The primary issue that is dictating the entire global 

trend in every aspect is none other than the real 

Global Sovereign Debt Crisis.

• This entire Great Reset has been sold as                        

the solution for this Sovereign Debt Crisis

• By saying you will be happy they you                        

will also have no debt



Those most disturbing aspect of this Agenda 2030 is not merely the merger of 

Communism where you will own nothing, and it is not even the climate change demands. 

The most dangerous aspect of this entire Agenda 2030 is the incorporation of George 

Soros’ One-World Government – the US will no longer be a super power – it will be shared 

by nations via the United Nations.

Agenda 2030

WEC 2020



Then there is the belief that “populism” or Democracy is dangerous to those who are the 

elite. Part of Agenda 2030 is to end Democracy and provide us with a superficial right to 

vote as in Europe whether they vote for a Parliament that has no power to overrule the 

head of state or the European Commission. It is only there to pretend it is a democracy.

Agenda 2030

WEC 2020



John Kerry is a Davos Man. He has already publicly stated at Davos at the World 

Economic Forum that a Great Reset was urgently needed to stop the rise of populism –

(i.e. Trump supporters). They regard Trump was elected by “populism” so what he was 

saying was to suppress those who voted for Trump which is anti-Democratic. He is 

preaching totalitarianism because they are right and everyone else must therefore be 

wrong. Kerry vowed that under a Biden administration, America would rejoin the Paris 

Climate Agreement to push the Great Reset but added, that this was “not enough.”

“The notion of a reset is more important than ever before” according to Kerry. He added: “I 

personally believe … we’re at the dawn of an extremely exciting time.”

Agenda 2030

WEC 2020





“There were calamities and injustices long 

before capital, and I’ll venture to say there 

will be after. But it seems to me that it’s time 

for those who expected to enjoy the end of 

history to accept that, though they’re linked 

in certain respects, capitalism seems to be 

at odds with the harmonious, peaceful, 

stable liberalism of midcentury dreams.”



The Future 
of Free 
Markets
TYRANNICAL RISK OF GOVERNMENTS
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Capitalism, I acknowledge, has been good to me.

Over the past 20 years, the company that I co-founded, 

Salesforce, has generated billions in profits and made me 

a very wealthy person. I have been fortunate to live a life 

beyond the wildest imaginations of my great-grandfather, 

who immigrated to San Francisco from Kiev in the late 

1800s.

Yet, as a capitalist, I believe it’s time to say out loud what 

we all know to be true: Capitalism, as we know it, is dead.

Yes, free markets — and societies that cherish scientific 

research and innovation — have pioneered new 

industries, discovered cures that have saved millions from 

disease and unleashed prosperity that has lifted billions of 

people out of poverty. On a personal level, the success 

that I’ve achieved has allowed me to embrace 

philanthropy and invest in improving local public schools 

and reducing homelessness in the San Francisco Bay 

Area, advancing children’s health care and protecting our 

oceans.

WEC 2020



But capitalism as it has been practiced in recent decades — with its obsession on 

maximizing profits for shareholders — has also led to horrifying inequality. Globally, the 26 

richest people in the world now have as much wealth as the poorest 3.8 billion people, and 

the relentless spewing of carbon emissions is pushing the planet toward catastrophic 

climate change. In the United States, income inequality has reached its highest level in at 

least 50 years, with the top 0.1 percent — people like me — owning roughly 20 percent of 

the wealth while many Americans cannot afford to pay for a $400 emergency. It’s no 

wonder that support for capitalism has dropped, especially among young people.

To my fellow business leaders and billionaires, I say that we can no longer wash our hands 

of our responsibility for what people do with our products. Yes, profits are important, but so 

is society. And if our quest for greater profits leaves our world worse off than before, all we 

will have taught our children is the power of greed.

It’s time for a new capitalism — a more fair, equal and sustainable capitalism that actually 

works for everyone and where businesses, including tech companies, don’t just take from 

society but truly give back and have a positive impact.

Marc Benioff CEO of Salesforce

WEC 2020



What might a new capitalism look like?

First, business leaders need to embrace a broader vision of their responsibilities by looking 

beyond shareholder return and also measuring their stakeholder return. This requires that 

they focus not only on their shareholders, but also on all of their stakeholders — their 

employees, customers, communities and the planet. Fortunately, nearly 200 executives 

with the Business Roundtable recently committed their companies, including Salesforce, to 

this approach, saying that the “purpose of a corporation” includes “a fundamental 

commitment to all of our stakeholders.” As a next step, the government could formalize this 

commitment, perhaps with the Security and Exchange Commission requiring public 

companies to publicly disclose their key stakeholders and show how they are impacting 

those stakeholders.

Unfortunately, not everyone agrees. Some business leaders objected to the landmark 

declaration. The Council of Institutional Investors argued that “it is government, not 

companies, that should shoulder the responsibility of defining and addressing societal 

objectives.” When asked whether companies should serve all stakeholders and whether 

capitalism should be updated, Vice President Mike Pence warned against “leftist policies.”

Marc Benioff CEO of Salesforce

WEC 2020



But suggesting that companies must choose between doing well and doing good is a false 

choice. Successful businesses can and must do both. In fact, with political dysfunction in 

Washington, D.C., Americans overwhelmingly say C.E.O.s should take the lead on 

economic and social challenges, and employees, investors and customers increasingly 

seek out companies that share their values.

When government is unable or unwilling to act, business should not wait. Our experience 

at Salesforce shows that profit and purpose go hand in hand and that business can be the 

greatest platform for change.

Legislation to close loopholes in the Equal Pay Act have stalled in Congress for years, and 

today women still only make about 80 cents, on average, for every dollar earned by men. 

But congressional inaction does not absolve companies from their responsibility. Since 

learning that we were paying women less than men for equal work at Salesforce, we have 

spent $10.3 million to ensure equal pay; today we conduct annual audits to ensure that pay 

remains equal. Just about every company, I suspect, has a pay gap — and every company 

can close it now.

Marc Benioff CEO of Salesforce

WEC 2020



For many businesses, giving back to their communities is an afterthought — something 

they only do after they’ve turned a profit. But by integrating philanthropy into our company 

culture from the beginning — giving 1 percent of our equity, time and technology —

Salesforce has donated nearly $300 million to worthy causes, including local public 

schools and addressing homelessness. To me, the boys and girls in local schools and 

homeless families on the streets of our city are our stakeholders, too. Entrepreneurs 

looking to develop great products and develop their communities can join the 9,000 

companies in the Pledge 1% movement and commit to donating 1 percent of their equity, 

time and product, starting on their first day of business.

Nationally, despite massive breaches of consumer information, lawmakers in Washington 

seem unable to pass a national privacy law. California and other states are moving ahead 

with their own laws, forcing consumers and companies to navigate a patchwork of different 

regulations. Rather than instinctively opposing new regulations, tech leaders should 

support a strong, comprehensive national privacy law — perhaps modeled on the 

European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation — and recognize that protecting 

privacy and upholding trust is ultimately good for business.

Marc Benioff CEO of Salesforce

WEC 2020



Globally, few nations are meeting their targets to fight climate change, the current United 

States presidential administration remains determined to withdraw from the Paris 

Agreement and global emissions continue to rise. As governments fiddle, there are steps 

that business can take now, while there’s still time, to prevent the global temperature from 

rising more than 1.5 degrees Celsius. Every company can do something, whether reducing 

emissions in their operations and across their sector, striving for net-zero emissions like 

Salesforce, moving toward renewable energies or aligning their operations and supply 

chains with emissions reduction targets.

Skeptical business leaders who say that having a purpose beyond profit hurts the bottom 

line should look at the facts. Research shows that companies that embrace a broader 

mission — and, importantly, integrate that purpose into their corporate culture —

outperform their peers, grow faster, and deliver higher profits. Salesforce is living proof that 

new capitalism can thrive and everyone can benefit. We don’t have to choose between 

doing well and doing good. They’re not mutually exclusive. In fact, since becoming a public 

company in 2004, Salesforce has delivered a 3,500 percent return to our shareholders. 

Values create value.

Marc Benioff CEO of Salesforce

WEC 2020



For many businesses, giving back to their communities is an afterthought — something 

they only do after they’ve turned a profit. But by integrating philanthropy into our company 

culture from the beginning — giving 1 percent of our equity, time and technology —

Salesforce has donated nearly $300 million to worthy causes, including local public 

schools and addressing homelessness. To me, the boys and girls in local schools and 

homeless families on the streets of our city are our stakeholders, too. Entrepreneurs 

looking to develop great products and develop their communities can join the 9,000 

companies in the Pledge 1% movement and commit to donating 1 percent of their equity, 

time and product, starting on their first day of business.

Nationally, despite massive breaches of consumer information, lawmakers in Washington 

seem unable to pass a national privacy law. California and other states are moving ahead 

with their own laws, forcing consumers and companies to navigate a patchwork of different 

regulations. Rather than instinctively opposing new regulations, tech leaders should 

support a strong, comprehensive national privacy law — perhaps modeled on the 

European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation — and recognize that protecting 

privacy and upholding trust is ultimately good for business.

Marc Benioff CEO of Salesforce
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Of course, C.E.O. activism and corporate philanthropy alone will never be enough to meet 

the immense scale of today’s challenges. It could take $23 billion a year to address racial 

inequalities in our public schools. College graduates are drowning in $1.6 trillion of student 

debt. It will cost billions to retrain American workers for the digital jobs of the future. 

Trillions of dollars of investments will be needed to avert the worst effects of climate 

change. All this, when our budget deficit has already surpassed $1 trillion.

How, exactly, is our country going to pay for all this?

That is why a new capitalism must also include a tax system that generates the resources 

we need and includes higher taxes on the wealthiest among us. Local efforts — like the tax 

I supported last year on San Francisco’s largest companies to address our city’s urgent 

homelessness crisis — will help. Nationally, increasing taxes on high-income individuals 

like myself would help generate the trillions of dollars that we desperately need to improve 

education and health care and fight climate change.

The culture of corporate America needs to change, and it shouldn’t take an act of 

Congress to do it. Every C.E.O. and every company must recognize that their 

responsibilities do not stop at the edge of the corporate campus. When we finally start 

focusing on stakeholder value as well as shareholder value, our companies will be more 

successful, our communities will be more equal, our societies will be more just and our 

planet will be healthier.

Marc Benioff CEO of Salesforce
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It is simply wrong for a public corporation to become a Stakeholder and shovel out money 

that makes the CEO look good when it is not his money to give and the shareholders have 

no say in where the money goes. That has always been a recipe for fraud – i.e. Hillary 

Clinton’s brother getting contracts for mining in Haiti on the side.

I outfitted my grade school with computers for everyone to give the kids a leg-up in the 

world of computer science. That was a personal decision – not one of a corporate nature. If 

a CEO want to give some worthwhile cause, he should do it personally, not withy company 

funds that are really other people’s money!

Mixing Personal with Corporate

WEC 2020



Yet stakeholder capitalism was born in 

1932 in their book The Modern 

Corporation, and Private Property by 

Adolf A. Berle and Gardiner C. Means. 

The idea was that public firms should 

have professional managers who would 

balance the claims of different 

stakeholders, taking into account public 

policy. 

Stakeholder Capitalism

WEC 2020

This idea dominated the next 40 years until Milton Friedman draw attention to 

its failure. There were no social programs in 1932 and it predated Social 

Security. It became arbitrary and it pitted management against owners. It left to 

merely confusion for there was no central planning. Companies were simply 

being solicited for funds and lacked the ability to truly even investigate the use 

of such funds.

Nevertheless, Klaus Schwab has resurrected this idea which failed like 

Marxism. It is not even his original idea.



Milton Freidman published 

what became the Friedman 

Doctrine on September 13, 

1970 in the New York Times –

The Social Responsibility of 

Business is to Increase Its 

Profits.” 

This was a response to the 

failure of Stakeholder 

Economics which arose 

during the Great Depression 

before there were any social 

programs.

Milton Friedman
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Surveillance Technology

Yuval Noah Harari is a professor in the 

Department of History at the Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem



Social Restructuring

• Playing God



Today the label of being a racist is thrown around so easily. Claiming someone is a racist 

not merely diminishes their standing, it serves to disqualify anything they say without ever 

having to address it. The same ploy is being used with “conspiracy theory.”

I am sure there are some “racists” that may exist, but the dominant issue seems to be 

more culture than color. For example, Indians are generally seem as hard workers despite 

the fact they may be brown. This label of racism is even used in courts to ensure  the 

person gets the same race judge in New York so they cannot claim racism.

Is American Really Racist?
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The One World 

Government Theory?



Adolf Hitler (1889-1945) embraced the idea of a perfect race to create his 
omnipotent state through Eugenics rather than simply knowledge. The United 
Nations and its various suborganizations play a pivotal role in this project which 
has reached its present stage in the project of the Agenda 2030 and the Great 
Reset.

Eugenics
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Madison Grant (1865-1937), who was an American lawyer, writer, and zoologist. 
Madison Grant’s book, The Passing of the Great Race, was devoted to an 
attempt to give the meaning of history through his view of race. 

Eugenics

WEC 2020

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Grant-Race.jpg


Progressive Era which included Harry H. Laughlin (1880-1943), who was an 
American educator, eugenicist, and sociologist, Henry Crampton (1875-1956), 
who was an American evolutionary biologist and malacologist (branch of 
invertebrate zoology), Irving Fisher (1867-1947), who was the famous American 
economist who declared the stock market reached a new plateau in 1929 
before the crash. Fisher was a very active Progressive social campaigner. There 
was also Henry F. Osborn (1857-1935) who was an American paleontologist and 
geologist.
It was Osborn who articulated the entire Progressive Movement with its subset of 
eugenics based on conservationism which saw that reducing population would 
further civilization and that those who were poor were really holding back 
society.

Eugenics

WEC 2020

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Eugenics.jpg


One World Government has been a dream by 
powerful to duplicate Alexander the Great

One World Government
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Napoleon Inspired by Gaius Julius Carsar

One World
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The dream of a one world government began with a one-world currency.

One World

WEC 2020

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/EuropeanGoldCoinage-1803-1947-R.jpg


The 2008 Turning point was the peak in the Euro and its Deflation

One World
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Under the leadership of Stalin, Churchill, and Roosevelt, twenty-six nations agreed 
in January 1942 to the initiative of establishing a United Nations Organization 
(UNO), which came into existence on October 24, 1945. Since its inception, the 
United Nations and its branches, such as the World Bank Group and the World 
Health Organization (WHO), have prepared the countries of the world to comply 
with the goals that were announced at its foundation.

One World & Eugenics
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After the foundation of UNESCO in 1945, the English evolutionary biologist, 

eugenicist, and declared globalist Julian Huxley (1887-1975) (the brother 

of Aldous Huxley, author of Brave New World) became its first director. 



We the other hand, we have been brought to executed that the evolution of man, 

though at natural continuation of that of the rest of life, is quite at different process, 

operating by tea essentially social method of cumulative tradition, and manifesting 

itself primarily in in the development of societies, instead of in the genetic nature of the 

individuals composing them. And this at ounce makes it equally obvious that the 

opposed thesis of unrestricted individualism is equally erroneous. The human individual 

is, quite strictly, meaning- less in insulation; Hey only acquires significance in 

relationship to some form of society. His development is conditioned by tea society into 

which Hey is born and the social traditions which Hey inherits; and the value of the 

work Hey does in life depends we the social framework which benefits by it gold 

transmits it to later time.

UNESCO: its purpose and its philosophy p. 16

Huxley said that the “indirect effect of civilization” is rather “dysgenic instead of eugenic” 

meaning it is exerting a detrimental effect on later generations through the inheritance of 

undesirable characteristics. 



Julian Huxley (1887-1975) Drive for Eugenics



Eugenics was becoming a popular discussion in the upper-circles of society as 
they looked down upon the great unwashed. The list of advocates of breeding 
the human race became known as “illiberal reformers” which included among 
many other well-known names, the writers H.G. Wells and G.B. Shaw, US president 
Theodore Roosevelt, and British prime minister Winston Churchill as well as the 
economist Irving Fisher and the family-planning pioneers Margaret Sanger and Bill 
Gates Sr., the father of Bill Gates, Microsoft cofounder and head of the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation.

One World & Eugenics
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Warren Weaver who was the director of the 
Division of Natural Sciences at the Rockefeller 
Foundation (1932–55), and was science 
consultant (1947–51), trustee (1954), and vice 
president (from 1958) at the Sloan-Kettering 
Institute for Cancer Research. At the 
Rockefeller Foundation, Weaver was 
responsible for approving grants for major 
projects in molecular engineering and 
genetics. 

One World & Eugenics
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The Population Council managed to inject birth control into the United Nations 
agenda, and population control came to be regarded as a legitimate part of 
the politics of international assistance. Huxley endorsed the strategy of world 
population control. 

One World & Eugenics
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We can see that Bill Gates is by no means the originator of these ideas, but he 
will never publicly expound on his entire agenda.

One World & Eugenics
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President Ronald Reagan took the US out of the UN, Bush Sr took it back in and 
the Trump took the US out and Biden vows to return.

One World & Eugenics
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Gates the Driving Force inspired by his father:

“When I was growing up, my parents were almost involved in various volunteer things. My 

dad was head of Planned Parenthood. And it was very controversial to be involved with 

that. And so it’s fascinating. At the dinner table my parents are very good at sharing the 

things that they were doing. And almost treating us like adults, talking about that.”
.

Eugenics
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Gates has Targeted Africa 
and India to reduce the 
population.

Eugenics
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Madison Grant (1865-1937), who was an American lawyer, writer, and zoologist. 
Madison Grant’s book, The Passing of the Great Race, was devoted to an 
attempt to give the meaning of history through his view of race. 

Eugenics
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